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Pulmonary Manifestations of Primary Immunodeficiency DiseasesSpringer, 2019

	This book provides a broad overview of  the respiratory manifestations associated with Primary Immune deficiencies (PID) congenital genetic defects such as infections, chronic inflammation, autoimmunity, lymphoproliferation, allergic manifestations and rare forms of cancer.
	
		Since the most common site of involvement in PID is...
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UML Distilled: A Brief Guide to the Standard Object Modeling Language (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999
Now widely adopted as the de facto industry standard and sanctioned by the
Object Management Group, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a notation
all software developers need to know and understand. However, the UML is a big
language, and not all of it is equally important. The award-winning first edition of
UML Distilled...
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MPEG-7 Audio and Beyond: Audio Content Indexing and RetrievalJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Advances in technology, such as MP3 players, the Internet and DVDs, have led to the production, storage and distribution of a wealth of audio signals, including speech, music and more general sound signals and their combinations. MPEG-7 audio tools were created to enable the navigation of this data, by providing an established framework for...
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C++ GUI Programming with Qt 3 (Bruce Peren's Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2004
The first official Trolltech guide to Qt 3.2 programming!
Straight from Trolltech, this book covers all you need to build industrial-strength applications with Qt 3.2.x and C++--applications that run natively on Windows, Linux/Unix, Mac OS X, and embedded Linux with no source code changes! The book teaches solid Qt programming practices; it is...
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Digital Signal Processing System-Level Design Using LabVIEWNewnes, 2005
For many years, I have been teaching DSP (Digital Signal Processing) lab courses
using various TI (Texas Instruments) DSP platforms. One question I have been getting
from students in a consistent way is, “Do we have to know C to take DSP lab
courses?” Until last year, my response was, “Yes, C is a prerequisite for...
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Configuring Windows 2000 Without Active DirectorySyngress Publishing, 2001
In Configuring Windows 2000 Without Active Directory, Carol Bailey makes a persuasive argument that her title procedure isn't the logical equivalent of making a banana split without fruit. Declining to use the primary new feature of Windows 2000 removes a thick layer of complexity from Windows 2000, she writes, and makes it much easier to...
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Voice over IP Fundamentals (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2006
A systematic approach to understanding the basics of Voice over IP

* Understand the basics of PSTN services and IP signaling protocols, including SS7
* Learn how VoIP can run the same applications as the existing telephony system, but in a more cost-efficient and scalable manner
* Delve into such VoIP topics as jitter,...
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Never Bet the Farm: How Entrepreneurs Take Risks, Make Decisionsand How You Can, TooJossey-Bass, 2006
In Never Bet the Farm two leading entrepreneurs, Anthony Iaquinto and Stephen Spinelli, turn much of the so-called expert advice for entrepreneurs on its head. They show that by preparing for setbacks and using a framework that can help reduce risks and simplify decision making, entrepreneurs can increase their probability for success....
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Digital Photography: Expert TechniquesO'Reilly, 2006
Ready to take digital imaging to the professional level? This advanced strategy book offers expert advice to help you become more competent in your work routine, but it is not your ordinary  workflow book.    Through step-by-step procedures based on hard-nosed experience, professional photographer Ken Milburn covers much more...
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The Algorithm Design ManualSpringer, 1998
Most of the professional programmers that I've encountered are not well prepared to tackle algorithm
design problems. This is a pity, because the techniques of algorithm design form one of the core practical
technologies of computer science. Designing correct, efficient, and implementable algorithms for realworld
problems is a tricky...
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Internetworking Troubleshooting Handbook (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2001
If you can think of the problem, Internetworking Troubleshooting Handbook probably has the solution--at least when it comes to networking problems. This 714-page tome is absolutely phenomenal in scope. Though you may not find in-depth scholarly discussions of networking woes, you will find pragmatic tips that can help you through an...
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AutoCAD: Professional Tips and TechniquesSybex, 2006
Build Your Skills with Hundreds of Helpful Ideas from Two AutoCAD Superstars
    
    Two AutoCAD experts distill years of combined experience into hundreds of the most useful AutoCAD tips and techniques you'll ever find. Fun, easy to read, and packed with information, this beautiful guide equips you with inside tricks on critical AutoCAD...
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